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Synopsis

Like its precursor, "Batman: The Animated Series," the 1990s "Superman: The Animated Series" reflected the work of a whole lot of writers, artists, directors, producers and voice actors. Beyond the core names that so many people recognize, such as Bruce Timm, Alan Burnett, Glen Murakami, Jean MacCurdy, Paul Dini and Tim Daly, there were many others who contributed to the animated TV show’s success at portraying DC Comics’ beloved hero Superman in a unique way.

In a companion volume to the BRBTV Reports on "Superman: The Animated Series," BRBTV brings you a set of original interviews of several folks whose talent has touched the series:- Robert N. Skir, a writer who has taken on several other small-screen favorites, too.- Dorian Harewood, the actor with a heart for music who did a variety of voices here.- Corey Burton, the voice artist who brought Brainiac to life.- Mark Evanier, a writer with a varied resume who tackled the Darkseid storylines.

And, as a bonus feature, author Will Rodgers offers a fun glimpse at his own collection of action figures from the show’s line. Like the other volumes in this BRBTV Reports series, it all comes in a convenient, portable, Kindle format with photos appearing in color where available. From the same place you’ll find print reference guides to classic TV shows like "Dallas," "Dynasty" and "The Dukes of Hazzard," the BRBTV Reports are not designed to be "books."Â They’re shorter, snappier reads -- and oh-so conveniently electronic -- to celebrate the great TV shows you love!
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